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If Japan is the land of contrasts it so often advertises itself as being,
thenTokvo is a &stillation of that aualitv.'
Urban Tauan
is the lvorld's
I
i
I
optimum urban laboratory: by definition experimental, it represents
both the normal and ideal context in which architects should work.
Here necessity has provoked a free-for-all re-formulation of the evohing
preset; t o non-Japanese eyes, a paroxysm of value-free juxtapositions,
in which a kaleidoscope of random parts flourish to the limits of possibility,
with aggressive obliviousness to the whole. This accelerated drive
trespasses our reality and reveals new values.*
Tokyo is the capital of the second largest economic super poLver,
and is the world's most populous metropolitan region where, beyond
the city's population of almost 1 2 million, 30 million people live.3
I
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Along with New York and London, it is one of the world's most
important centers of finance, commerce, industry, science, and
information.4 With a vast concentration of international business
organizations and banks, as well as scientific, educational and cultural
institutions, it ranks among the top countries in the world in terms of
corporate headquarters, total bank deposits, and other economic
in&cators. Accordmg to 1982 figures, the number of corporations with
annual sales exceeding one billion US dollars was eighty-one inTokyo,
sixtyseven in London and forty-four in NewYork. By the end of the
1980s fourteen of the xvorld's largest fifteen banks were located in
Tokyo.'

Tokyo is a most dynamic, multifaceted, and futuristic-if not most
beautiful-ity
with a spectacular contemporary architecture and an
exceptionally prominent "post-modern" culture. What happens in today's
world of global economy, very much depends upon the events that take
place and shape in this city; rather than merely following others,Tokyo
now also takes the lead. As a foremost informational world city, it is also
the world's number one urban laboratory, indeed a leadmg metropolis.

Tokyo has reached such ~ o s i t i o nin hardlv more than one hundred
years, and despite two devastating setbacks: the Great Kanto Earthquake
in 192 3 and the bombings of\?brldWar I1 in 1945.6AsJapan was closed
to the rest of the world for more than two centuries, the city in most of
its history was isolated from other countries and culture^.^ Even after
the hleiji Restoration and the new government's reopening the country
in the mid 19th century, and in spite of its rapid modernization thereafter,
Tokyo remained for a long time a remote and exotic city "at the end of
the ~ o r l d . "'4s~ Japan was determined t o catch up with the highly
develoned
industrialized countries.Tokvo was intent to refashion itself
1
from the seat of a feudal society into a modern capital, one whlch is
modeled after the 0
meat cities in the West.
Nevertheless, while the country has succeeded in just about every
respect-industrial
production, high-technology, economy, and many
others-to match as well as surpass itswestern counterparts, its capital
'

i

has never really managed to become a city like any in the \$rest.9 Not
thatTokyo has not progressed rapidly along with Japan's modernization,
it certainly has, and in fact has been leading that process from the
beginning, but the particular conditions of its development have
consistently defied ailrestern type urbanization.Tokyo has attained its
world city status, not simply through its efforts ofWesternization, but
perhaps, and more importantly, despite of them.
Yet, after thekliar, until about the 1980s,Tokyo looked upon its own
process and state of urbanization in merely negative terms. For the
modernist archtects and urbanists, as much as for Japan's "modern"
society, the Japanese city as it existed was sick and incurable; it was
considered still lagging behind itsWestern counterparts.

With the advent of the post-industrial/post-modern society and
the age of information after the 1970s, however, thngs began to change;
Tokyo was ready t o rediscover itself as another, equally valid, and
perhaps, potentially at least, even more progressive or future-oriented
urban model than the others it xvanted t o emulate. It began t o measure
itself on its own terms-also
accordmg to its Asian heritage-that is to
say, not only as compared to, but also as opposed to\Vestern models.
Beyond its numerous and undeniable liabilities-congestion,
pollution, etc.-Tokyo
now recognizes its multitude of advantages or,
multiple assets as well. And such r e c o p t i o n comes as much from outside
Japan, particularly from thelvest, as from within. Many leading foreign
archtects and urbanists have commented favorably and even with
admiration about the city. Sir Sorman Foster has written: "I think that
Tokyo is in many ways more enlightened than other cities.There is a
process of d p a m i c change;. . . I think that the idea of a city that becomes
like a museum.. .is questionable.. . .In that sense Tokyo is more
'~
with the rapid process of
liberated, . . . more d y n a m i ~ . " Along
internationalization, there has been a tremendous increase in interest
by foreigners, professionals, including architects, and lay persons alike,
whde the number of visitors in the city has multiplied. Foreign archtects
in Japan are now as active as their Japanese counterparts abroad.
There are several important factors that have been conducive t o
the unique disposition and remarkable success ofTokyo as a world city.
First of all, one has to acknowledge the extremely important role what
Japan as an economic super power-nith
its financial and investment
policies, wealth, as well as industrial and technological achievements,
particularly in regard to information processing-has played inTokyo's
maturation. The Italian architect, editor, and critic,Vittorio Gregotti
put it this way:

Japan.. .is probabb still the world's most technological~vadvanced
and productir-e nation, of formidable economic power, with an
astounding capacit~forwork, organization, investment, and research,
combined with a sense of accuray and precision i n manufacturing
which is the result of a rev. old tradition i n which the I-alues of
c r a j h a n s h i p prevail over the r a r i y or antiquit/ o f an object. I '
.4s of 1988 primary [local or trahtional] industries constituted only
0.2 percent of the total industries inTokyo; secondary [manufacturing
and heavy] industries 25.5 percent (compared to 50 percent in the
1960s); and tertiary [commerce, finance, transportation, communication,
and service] industries 74.3 percent. One more data is important to
remember in relation to an information based economy, Japan's literacy
rate, as early as 1900, was already 90 percent, but has since reached
99.9 percent \vhere it stands today.I3
Tokyo boasts an exceptionally large number and variety of museums,
galleries, concert halls, exposition, leisure, and recreational facilities,
and many others, which regularly feature the best of what the world
can offer: unique, international exhbitions, shows, symposia, concerts,
and other artistic, cultural or sports events. Representing a new breed
of urban centers in our age of massive globalization,Tokyo is not merely
the capital of Japan, but also one of the most important capitals of the
world or, as Peter Popham too called it, "the invisible world capital, a
silent center."'+ Indeed, with Japan having one of the highest information
concentrations in the \vorld,Tokyo has assumed the attributes of a true
informational world city, whose influence is now rapidly gro\ving not
onlj-within the country, but also beyond.
Nevertheless, Tokyo has been shaped as much by Oriental as by
Western ideologies, that is t o say, by both traditionally evolved values
or modes of life, social or urban conditions, and the most innovative
aspirations or, the most dynamic forces that now increasingly include
the role of information, m e h a and other new technologies.Thus, despite
its rahcal transformations, especially in the last twenty five years,Tokyo
has retained its pre-modern, Edo Period (1 603- 1868) urban structure
and prehsposition as an Asian city, as well as its longstanding mentality
that fa\-ors the situational over a predetermined order, and prefers an
"integration without synthesis." This is apparent in the "chaotic"
organization and rahcally heterogeneous quality of its built environment,
which have, interestingly, remained largely unaffected by the inroads
ofWestern modernist urban design principles.

fig. 1. Chaotic clvscope oround the Ochanomlzu.

In fact,Tokyo, as practically all previous castle towns ooka-machi) in
Japan, as opposed to the hstoric European city, has never had the trahtion
of pursuing the goal of an "ideal city" or, in H e n r ~D.
- Smith's words,
"[here, there is] no trahtion of using the city as a metaphor for utopian
ideals."" Just the same, there is no trahtion of conceiving the city as a
form of cosmic symbolism either.IbTokyohas continued to develop, as

before, piecemeal (or by way of afuzzl- logic), and not as a measured
whole. Hearkening back t o the times of Edo,Tokyols predecessor, this
is an urbanism where the parts are always more in focus than the whole,
and where experimentation and innovation in architecture today are
not merely options but in fact almost unavoidable necessities.Tokyo is a
city of remarkable fluihty and resilience, wherein an air of impermanence
prevails.
This is even more so. sinceTokvo
is also a c i it r odf r eL ~ e a t e ddestructions
J
as much as rebuildmgs and revivals; perhaps no other city has been
devastated and almost comoletelv
destroyed
so manvJ times asTokvo
I
i
J
J
has in its relatively short, less than four hundred year history.I7There
were no fewer than ninety-seven major conflagrations between 1603
and 1868, i n c l u d q t h e catastrophc fires in 1657,1682,1720, and 1872.
Major earthquakes in 1855 and 1923 and the fire bombings in World
\Var I1 have also leveled the city with the ground.\iet the city rebuilt
itself time and again, with speed and determination to not only survive,
but in fact, also flourish more than before each disaster. In the calamities,
however almost all old, hstoric structures, as well as districts were lost;
Tokyo lacks, what most major cities in the world have, an"o1d town."
iloreover, among the citizens a sense of catastrophe prevails;Tokyo,
despite its rapid and continued progress, remains a city that lives, ifnot
really "at the end of the world" any more, then most certainly at the
edge of a constant disaster. Beyond its increasingly glamorous facade
lurks an impending catastrophe; when the next devastating earthquake
hitsTokvo.
as it.' no doubt. sooner rather than later will. in addition to
/
'
the destruction of much of the city's built fabric and thousands of lost
lives. the n-orld's financial markets are to also collaose in a domino
effect, ruining national economies and the lives of addtional millions all
over the \ v ~ r l d . ' ~ T o k yhas
o become a world city, and a fragile one at
that, in t h s respect as well.
Another important reason forTokyo's perpetual renewal or rather
volatility, is the fact that land is very expensive in Japan, and skyrocketing
inTokyo; the average building today costs about 20% of the land on
w h c h it is erected." Thus, relative to the value of the land, construction
is much cheaper than elsewhere, resulting in frequent up-datings, or
demolishing and rebuilding in the city. The "bubble economy" of the
1980s, \vith Japanese consumerism in overdrive, accelerated t h s general
practice, changingTokyo at a delirious rate. Indeed,Tokyo is a "brand
newncityThe vast majority of its builhngs has been constructed and/or
reconstructed after World War 11, and-estimated
in 1 9 9 3 L ' m o r e
than 30% of all [its] structures have been built since 1985."20

and "floating," rather than the permanence of its individual buildings.
The city is better defined by its events, human activities, fast and
continuous change, and a penchant for novelty, than by the physical
entity or, material essence of its b d t fabric. As the Japanese traditionally
tend to apprehend things as events rather than as substance, i n Tblyo the
ci? is happening.
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After the Meiji Restoration in the mid- 19th century,Tokyo became
an experimental laboratory for testing, primarilyWestern urban models.
The hletabolism movement of the 1960s continued this "tradition" of
experimentation with renewed energy and optimism. However, t h s
time in such endeavors one could recognize the first signs of a non\Vestern type of urbanism as well, insofar as the advocated notions of
change and interchangeability, among others, were also derivative of
certain tenets of Japanese Buddhism and traditional urbanism.This line
of early departures reached special intensity in a plethora of new
directions in architectural and urban design during the 1980s and early
1990s.
In conjunction with the overheated economy, exorbitant land prices,
and the virtually all encompassing process of commercialization during
this time, the most significant change in shapingTok>-0'scityscape was a
manifest shift from the previously dominant industrial or "hardware"
technology, toward a new, highly sophisticated and innately invisible
electronic or "software" technologj- that, like a computer program, is
run with "fuzzy logic.".4rchitecture inTokyo since the 1980s can be
characterized by the wholesale penetration of information and media
technologies into the urban realm. Although capable of engaging the
speculative mind if used critically, they are by nature better predisposed
tom ards appealing to human emotions and desires, thereby eliciting an
increased fascination with the image and sensual quality in archtecture.

Fig. .; The neri urban area o J S h ~ n l u k udeleloped In earnest after the 1970s.

With its history almost erahcated, the "mutable city," a hgh-tech
camp of the new urban nomads,Tokyo has assumed the attributes of a
ci?. with no memoq.. Therefore the "essence" and traditions ofTokyo's
urbanism lay hdden, are "invisible,"and represented by the urban landits scarcity, distribution, ownership, high value, etc.-that
is, by its
prevailing chaotic system, fragmented landscape, and spaces of flows

Frg. 7. Bullding-nre media screens in lbkjo's Shibuja center.

Compounded with unparalleled investment and construction
activities, these developments have produced a delirious urban
environment which, as observed in its extreme, is free from all but the
frenzy of human desires, borders on the schizophrenic, and wherein
the traits of al'stable realitynare rapidly eroding. Thus, it is no surprise
that in the in(de)finite city ofTokyo designers go to extremes to search
for strategies in order t o define or address ne\v realities with and
within their architectures. The paradox of such attempts however is
that, if architects intend t o be realists, then they have t o acknowledge
and work within the "reality" of the largely fictitious urban realm what
Tokyo now represents to an unheard-of degree. .4nd often, the more
they try t o come t o terms with this urban reality, the more they
contribute t o its unreality.
This state of urban affairs and the related architecture however
cannot be judged as unequivocally negative, and, to be sure, such state
is not the simple result of the insidous workmgs of recent, consumerist
or late capitalism; within the most co~nplexdevelopments, it is also
e~lgenderedby, on the one hand, the historically evolved predisposition
ofTokyo's urban culture that in the times of Edo was extensively shaped
by the ethos of a "floating world" (ukiJo), on the other hand, by the
impact of new scientific discoveries, such as chaos theon'es, concepts of
fractals, progress in astronomy, and others, w h c h have expanded the
horizon of human consciousness in both the macro and microcosmic
dmensions.
Thus, contemporary developments in Tokyo have brought about
not only the flourishg ofthe most trivial and inane urges in archtecture,
but have also ushered in a new "golden age of Japanese architecture."
The large and growing number of exceptional projects represent a
truly world class archtecture xvhich, more often than not, is second t o
none both in terms of emboded ideas and their resolution." While it is
undeniable thatTokyo's unprecedentedly restless and chaotic urbanism
has rendered the fate of archtecture both literally and semantically
unpredctable, it has also opened up rirtuall/ unlimited possibilities, and
an almost unavoidable necessity t o forward most innovative,
experimental designs that can be characterized by a sense for both
realism andfiction.

Spaces are wrapped in multiple layers of screens and other thin
membranous elements which, beyond an increased reliance o n
lightweight and translucent / transparent materials, take advantage of
the latest technologies in their operation or display, including lighting,
lasers, and various computer controlled devices. Amazingly, phenomenal
lightness is also acheved by way of unique conceptions of h g h tectonic
and large structural solutions. About thls phenomenon, the archtect
Fumihiko hlaki commented this way:

7hkj.o has undergone man/. changes i n phj~icalappearance or-er the
last centu?: The citl.; so decimated brLZ'orldT.Var 11, has had to rebuild
from ashes. In its rebuilding i t has become-perhaps i t has returned
to being-a
cicrr- rvithout heaviness. It rras once a tit/. of rvood and
paper;it has norv become a tit/- ofconcrete, steel, andglass. Thefeeling
oflightness, horver-er remains."
O n the other hand, inTokyo's accelerated and simulated world of
the ephemeral, mirroring again to a certain degree the "floating world"
of Edo, the conditions are conducive t o the eclipse of a clearly critical
practice. Masao Miyoshi and Harry D. Harootunian have pointed out
that the:

"critical consciousness appears immaterial i n their [lapanese] riea.
before such a visible and tangible success. Thus the nation's critical
and intellectual space is now painless+ absorbed into its productire
space, calming the discontented and silencing all the dissenters.""
In other words, a critical practice in architecture tends to be absorbed
in the very processes it intends to oppose or keep in check at least.
Maintaining a critical position therefore may mean to pursue a practice
which, while equally at odds with both technologcal domination and
rampant consumerism together with its relentless drive for mere image
making, acknowledges their modus operand as the last viable alternative
toward an architectural and perhaps also urban renewal.This much is
clear from the words ofToyo Ito who writes:

Fig. 8 . Hiroshi Haro:lbrnato Internar~onalBulld~ng,1 9 8 7

Today a growing number of architects, instead of striving for
monumental permanence, began to foster new urban sensibilities that
favor ambiguity and perceptual instability with an implicit indeterminacy
of meaning In a characteristic Japanese way, boundaries are frequently
defined without being rigidly established or set .

I believe architecture must reflect the ci5. called 7hk.o.. . . (Rlight norr[in the Japanese c i g y l f e and architecture itseyare gradual(r losing
their realitr: T h y are not dorrwto-earth. 1 often use the rvordJfloating'
not onLr to describe a lightness I want to achieve i n architecture, but
also to express a beliefthat our lives are losing touch with realitf:.4ll
o f l f e is becoming a pseudo-experience. This trend is being encouraged
the consumer socie?; and architecture i t s e g is rapid$ becoming
more image-or
consumption-oriented. This is a matter of grave
concern to the architect,ret, at the same time, architecture t o d a must
~
be made to relate to this situation. This is the contradiction we are
confronted with ." 2+
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And he goes on saying: "I do not want merely t o reject this state of
affairs: instead. I bvant to enter into this situation a bit further and t o
confirm what sort of architecture is possible [within it]
With the passing of the "bubble" years, Japanese urbanism and its
"floating world" experience calmer waters, but much of the conditions
that launched and fueled architecture in the ~ r e v i o u stwo decades.
namely the advancement of the consumerist late capitalist society, the
progress of new technologes, new scientific &scoveries, and the resulting
new sensibilities toward the changing phenomena ofTokyo, do prevail
and, even if at a slower pace, are at work. In addition to shifting from
industrial t o information society, Japan is now undergoing another
change, posing several new problems that archtects and urbanists have
to resolve in the coming years. The tasks range from addressing the
continued congestion in & citj-,pro\idmg moreurban amenities, Grks,
and green areas while protecting the environment. .4lso, new types of
facilities need t o be designed for not only the more mobile society of
"urban nomads," but also for the one that is now rapidly aging (koreika
shakai)-an
alarming trend that is only outpaced by the fast decrease in
the birth rate of the l a1~ a n e s e1~ o1 ~ u l a t i o n . ~ ~
In the final analysis, Tokyo-a
city of processes (as opposed t o a
monument or artifact) or a huge "theater" (as opposed to a "museum")remains an in(de)finite city, a "dream machine," where urban reality
and fiction form an inseparable entity. Paradosical$; representing an
new type of urbanism, one that is hfferent from other postmodern
modes of urbanization,Tokyo has developed along a mentality and way
of life that understands the world injlus whose order 0f"creative chaos,"
unfettered by the perspective conception of reality, can onl) be
approached by a"moda1 consciousness." If so, the ephemeral metropolis
ofTokyo today finds itself not at the end but rather in the forefront of
future urbanization.\Veather qiven to optimism or pessimism, in many
respects the 2 1st century, with all its promises, dilemmas, problems,
and contradictions, has indeed arrived, and manifests itself \%ltha special
intensity inTokyo.

."''
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reminder of the constant danger of unpredictable and devastating
jolts in Japan is thc 1995 Kobe Earthquake that hit the city on
January 17 leaving in its wake a ruined city and more than 6,000
dead. "According t o the recent predict~onof a seismologist, three
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recognition is underscored also by t h e fact t h e in recent yearr
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